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you are probably compensating for a weakness in your body 
(pictures B, C and D). Tightness of the lats muscle can often be 
seen when a rider is standing as demonstrated in picture E. The 
lats muscle will tighten to help when there is a weakness in the 
deep muscles around the shoulder 
(the rotator cuff), especially after a 
shoulder injury.  More commonly in 
riders however, the lats muscle will 
become dominant when there is a 
weakness on one side of the lower 
back, pelvis or hip area. It may 
be on the same or opposite side 
and is one of the more obvious 
symptoms of trunk, core or hip 
dysfunction. This dysfunction may 
be from an old or recent injury, 
spinal asymmetry or habitually 

incorrect riding’ habits. Some of my favorite lats stretches for 
riders are shown in pictures F, G, H.

Releasing the tight lats muscle with stretches and posture 
correction will certainly help, but 
addressing the underlying problem 
will be the most effective correction 
that you can do.

So the season is off to a flying start and the 
medal contenders are starting to throw their 

hats in the ring! There is nothing that a judge, 
or coach for that matter, likes to see more than 
a straight and effective rider on a straight and 
rhythmical horse. Unfortunately there are a few 
things that show up here and there that interfere 
with all of that nice stuff. One such ‘thing’ is what 
I fondly refer to as the ‘lats bracer’. ‘Lats’ is short 
for latissimus dorsi which is a very expansive 
shoulder muscle attaching from the front of the 
shoulder to the entire lower spine and pelvis 
(picture A). It helps us pull our arm down and 
in towards our body. It is a very useful muscle 
for swimmers, not so much for riders…unless 
your horse is bolting across the field and you 
are pulling for dear life! I hear frustrated coaches 
saying over and over, “pull your shoulder back”, 
“bring your elbow in”, “turn your thumb up”, 
“straighten your wrist”, “quit pulling with that 
arm!” One or more of these corrections may be 
required when the lats muscle is tight and/or is 
being overused. Unfortunately, these corrections 
seldom help for long as the reason for these 
riding ’errors’ is a muscle imbalance that must be 
corrected off of the horse.

If you do a lot of swimming (especially butterfly 
or front crawl) or swinging from trees you may 
have over-developed lats muscles. Both sides 
are most likely affected and you need to stretch 
the front of your shoulders often in order to ‘ride 
tall’. If you have:

•  one droopy or forward shoulder, 

•  an elbow that tends to drift out or straighten,

• a hand that likes to turn down or drift out,

•  an arm that likes to pull all of the time
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Pictures

A.  Lats Bracer  muscles (latissimus dorsi)

B.  A droopy or forward shoulder, 

C.  An elbow that tends to drift out or straighten,

D.  A hand that likes to turn down or drift out,

E.  Tightness of the lats muscle can often be seen when a rider is standing.

F, G, H.  Favorite lat muscle streches for riders to help with posture correction. 
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